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 You have to deal with it in your way at your pace.  Remember actions speak louder and everyday adds to how long it will take to 

leave.  Does that make sense?   

  

Two things I would say to you.  Choose your children first.  You are not alone.  

Making it okay is not good enough.  Protect them with everything you have. You mentioned kidnapping and murder.  Get out and 

run.  Dont look back and don't make it okay.  People who are not okay mentally don't rationalize or think about consequences.  As a 

child of abuse - it messes you up.  It takes away your childhood it distorts the way you look at life.  Please dont endure.  

Secondly, by the letter it sounds like your father and family support and are aware what is going on.  Keep telling people, don't shut 

off communication.  Let them help you, make them help you.  Seriously, you are not alone. Family is suppose to take care of each 

other - let them.  Get out. 

  

As far as your husband.  I am scared  he will read your emails or use things against you.  Also, if something happened to him - 

being molested by his father - which based on your description (anti sex and mind games) seems accurate be very careful.  Don't be 

blind.  I have to say it.  Susan -  I am sorry.  Its a cycle.  Watch your boys.  

 was molested by his mother.   was  molested by him.  Its a cycle.  It repeats until it is broken.  

  

Goodness, I cannot believe I wrote all this.  I hope it helps, finds you safely, and does not cause any negative out comes. 

I am scared for you.  

  

 
Subject: wow continued 

------------------------ 

 

From: Susan Powell  

Date: Tue, Aug 19, 2008 at 3:56 PM 

To:  

Anyways, not to start on such a horrible topic but, still shocker on the rape. Wow! I hope you continue to do everything it 
takes to heal. I’ve thought about that before, if I would kick and scream and let a guy kill me instead of give in, or just try 
not to think about it and hope it ends quickly. I still care about my virtue and everything but my opinions on sexual intimacy 
has evolved. 
  
I’m telling a  girl that babysits for me to just avoid it b/c she’s not mentally mature enough for it. I remember  

 with a 18 yr old boyfriend going crazy and suicidal at the threat of them breaking up or him cheating 
on her etc. and I’ve never wanted that extra stress. I really wish someone had told me before I got married that sex is not 
like they romanticize it in movies. It doesn’t last hours, it doesn’t fix everything, usually both parties are not 100% 
physically fit/confident and all that. And it just makes you crazy b/c you have that extra connection that people kill over all 
the time. Lynchings and murder and disowning still happens in a lot of cultures b/c of one simple act. What if we all acted 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
day tell my children, “I love you, you are my favorite , I’m sooo lucky to have you! You are a special boy, you are so 
smart….” All this for a . And now he at random says, “mommy, I love you” which is probably the only reason I’ve 
been able to survive with no affection from my husband for so long. I get part of it from my boys and now that I live far 
away from my parents, we pretty regularly say, “I love you” over the phone and definitely hug in person. 
  
Wow, sorry about that, if I seem a little off, don’t worry I see that shrink in less than 24 hrs, but who’s counting? 
Anyways, I guess that’s why its so hard for me to decide to leave or not. I know my husband has his own twisted 
reasons/views about sex that he has yet to acknowledge or deal with and that only adds to our problems. And before we 
got married we were doing everything we could to remain chaste enough to be married in the temple so I definitely did 
NOT see this problem coming. I think a part of me worries that I only married him b/c then it would be ok for sex b/c it was 
such a built up topic. Although I know that’s not true, we used to talk in sign language to each other for hours and fall 
asleep listening to each other talk on the phones. I used to need him lying next to me to fall asleep at night. We used to 
talk and be kind to each other. Now we’re trained that any words or actions or inactions are to be interpreted as HOSTILE 
and I sincerely hope that once we both get into counseling we can undo the damage. It seems some people are so eager 
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I am so proud of you!  Seriously, I always watch baby story and baby medical something in the er on tv.  Its one 

thing to see complicated births but what you went through was crazy.   your baby he and you both 

fought to stay in this world.  You too will always have a strong connection.   

I cannot believe that.  I am glad you are here.  Goodness.  I know you are helping me right now go through 

things and still overcome.  I know I went through so much to help others.  I want to be here for you and I want 

to tell you things that other people never told me.  I found that when my sister and  fought for me and 

stood up to me  (made me face my issues)  I grew the most and felt love true genuiune love.  I want you to be 

happy.  Honestly, in my heart I do not feel that you should stay in the marriage.  I feel guilty telling you this, I 

want it work and have you be happy.  So much time and for it to all end.  But some time we can not fix people 

and we cannot ever truely understand the situation and the whys.  I just know you have so much to give... to the 

right people.  Please do not endure. 

 

Yeah, I am still shocked rereading my email.  I cannot believe that was my life either.  Its one thing to be in it, 

its another to be on the outside looking back in.   

Never ever think you were not there.  You were always there.  I just needed a friend to love me and accept me. 

 Not judge or have conditions.  You were just Susan and I was just   We went together for well.  :) 

 The situations were crazy.  I have learned so much about relationships and sex.  I know I will have a daughter 

one day.  So much to teach her.  I will try differently so maybe she does not have to experience half the crap so 

many women get stuck in.  

.  Everything you think you would do... You try but its different.  Guys are stronger and 

carry weapons.  This one had a gun. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

  

 

  

   

 

y 

sister do the stupidest stuff sometimes.  "For such a bright girl she knows how to play stupid well" 

 

I love you and have to go back to work.  I promise longer letter later! 

 

 

 

  anytime just text!  I hate voicemail just so you know 

in case of emergency don't hesitiate to call  

--  

Sincerly, 
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know it CAN but i don't know if it WILL, it really all depends on josh, and i'm sorry i'm sending such mixed signals, i am 
aware that i must look a little bit crazy, but i'm not. 

 
Susan 
             

Date: Tue, 19 Aug 2008 16:27:11 -0700 

From:  

 

Subject: Re: wow continued 

Get thousands of games on your PC, your mobile phone, and the web with Windows®. Game with Windows 

 

 

 

 

--  

Sincerely,  

  

 

 

 

---------- Forwarded message ---------- 

From: Susan Powell  

Date: Sat, Aug 30, 2008 at 7:32 AM 

Subject: RE: hi 

To:  

 

yeah i'm not blind, and i realize you are only getting my side of the story. granted i'm not as horrible as he 

would portray me but i am part of the problem. i figure, i'll keep going to counseling and "get better" and 

meanwhile, try his lame-o organize the finances thing since that's his excuse. our bishop was pointing out that 

we don't trust each other and can't communicate. so every instance where that is true, i'm pointing it out to him. 

if i'm even marginally screwed up like he implies, then counseling will help me, negates his argument and no, i 

won't have "the patience of Job" forever. i'd say things need to be dramatically better by Christmas. i told him 

we could spend an hour a night doing finances to be "caught up" so we can budget and actually buy food. (that 

would relieve lots of problems, help me have more control, him to build trust...) and we even had the kids in bed 

by 8 last night to do this, but i decided i needed sleep b/c the 3 hrs the night before was really getting to me. so 

he stayed up and bucketed the wheat himself w/o me (which is nice) my alarm didn't go off today. urrgggh! but 

us carpooling should help with the major relationship problems. its like i've been planning out in my head for so 

long how crazy he is and set all of the "must do" standards (like counseling/mediation) but then when i finally 

communicate with him, his perspective is much different and he has simpler solutions and i want to give his 

suggestions a try. don't hate me for still wanting to try, i know you just want to protect me. he mentioned that he 

tries to do nice things like he brings home a candy bar for me...he says i talk to everyone about us (me/him/sex 

life/fights) etc and that he has no trust with me/is suspicious that everything i do is in preparation for divorcing 

him. (like some guys in the ward offered to help finish the basement, he assumes its so that the house will be 

nice when i kick him out) his  and he was 

16 at the time so he thinks i'm like her. he thinks people in the ward know too much, or more accurately, they 

saw the signs before i did, so he doesn't want to go to church to be around people he feels, think he's a jerk and 

encourage me to divorce. plus he claims he's too busy to take 3 hrs/wk  for church. lame-o! but yes, i'm not 

blind, i understand your perspective. i've still got my caution lights on. we are not out of the woods yet. 
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flashlight for a work nachos potluck and my head felt like its normal size. I'm still tired but gleeful that I've bounced back so 
well from less than 24 hrs ago. I did take an ibruprofen 800mg at 5am and once around lunch time but I'm soooo grateful 
for herbs! They make fun of me at work calling me the witch doctor, but also agree that it seems to work. Right before I 
went to bed I was miserable enough that I wanted to go to urgent care and pick up some antibiotics. But hoped I would 
sleep (that didn't last) and I only have green onions out in the yard so I didn't feel like grating one to drip the juice in my 
ears. 
  
Can you believe Josh tried to say, "that's what allergies are like" right! Like a sinus infection where I wish my 
head/ears/nose would just explode is the same as itchy, watery eyes and some sneezing. Whatever. 
  
So I'm trying to humor josh with what we discussed with the bishop on Tuesday night. That we both lack trust and 
communication in our marriage and he absolutely refuses to do mediation, counseling or any of that and our bishop said 
he's not qualified to help with these issues. I actually left after 2hrs and he stayed and I guess talked longer. I don't know 
what was said. But every time I suggested divorce, he denied it so I guess he does want to save the marriage. The 
carpooling in the am should help and I've told him not to screw up our daycare by micro managing her and not his job by 
talking too much (he got his 30 day review, avg 3 out of 5 for almost everything. And it mentions his talking)  I've done 
more anal scanning and receipts/organizing and suggested we BOTH spend an hour a night doing paperwork with the 
kids in bed by 8 so we'll see. (and yeah! Not biking in the cold/dark/narrow roads anymore, need to move boxes and use 
my treadmill and dvds like the good old days) 

Be the filmmaker you always wanted to be—learn how to burn a DVD with Windows®. Make your smash hit 

 

 

 

--  

Sincerly, 

  

 

 

 

Talk to your Yahoo! Friends via Windows Live Messenger. Find Out How 

 

 

 

--  

Sincerely,  

  

 

 

 

 

---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
From:  
Date: Sun, Sep 28, 2008 at 3:29 PM 
Subject: Re: the big talk... 
To:  

I love you.  I am happy there are baby steps.  I am still praying for you! 
Have a good week. 
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On Thu, Sep 25, 2008 at 4:39 PM, wrote: 

So here's an update to basically summarize the results of the last 2 years of turmoil in my marriage… 

I'm trying to work on not telling all the details of problems and accusations to everyone b/c part of josh's argument is 

that its "his business" so I'll just give the positive highlights… 

I had to tell him that I moved my paycheck and  

(I accidentally changed his log in thinking I was creating my own, so it strengthened my argument when he discovered 

he couldn't access the bank accnt; I pointed out, "sucks doesn't it?" 

I ended up having to give him the poorly worded but promise (not threat) of "I will pay tithing on my income or we will 
divorce" 

To which his response was, "then the kids will know that the church tears families apart" and I didn't back down and 

said, "no it doesn't, you use to agree with me on this (paying tithing) …" 

He went downstairs and I began talking to  over the phone and she suggested that he still loves me deep 

down and I got the impression/spiritual etc that she was right but it I told her in doubt, that it was "WAY deep down" 

Then he came upstairs and said he'd be willing to pay tithing on my income as long as all the funds are directed into 

and out of one accnt (joint that he can see of course) and I said that I would compromise as well and do 

an "allowance" like he wanted although I still don't think its necessary and gave other suggestions. 

Then we were dealing with kids/dinner/bed time. And Wednesday I had off and before he left I said I needed money for 

groceries and he gave me a gift card that I ended up not using (didn't feel like dealing with kids/store/towing a 

bike/stroller etc) but at least it shows he is compromising/trusting me and he also suggested he should "start learning 
how to bake bread and make chili" another attempt to show compromise and hope….which is apparently being 
reflected in my voice. 

Thanks for all the prayers and support, no I realize I'm not out of the woods yet, but I have real hope. Even while we 

were talking/arguing I got the same impression that he does love me and we can make it work.  

Fyi!!! 

Susan Powell 

"This message may contain confidential and/or privileged information. If you are not the addressee or authorized to 
receive this for the addressee, you must not use, copy, disclose, or take any action based on this message or any 
information herein. If you have received this message in error, please advise the sender immediately by reply e-mail 
and delete this message. Thank you for your cooperation 

 
 
--  
Sincerely,  
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